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Abstract—Authentication, Authorization, and Accounting
(AAA) systems are one of the most significant architectural
components of the current cellular networks and within the
emerging IP Multimedia Subsystem (IMS) standard. Despite
the operators’ experience in AAA operations, very little is
fundamentally known about the expected signaling rate towards
the AAA system. In this paper, using stochastic and renewal
theoretic techniques, we develop the first analytical model for
the AAA signaling rate as a function of protocol parameters,
users’ access rates, session durations, and mobility. We provide
model approximations and evaluate their accuracy under various
operational conditions. Our results show that the AAA signaling
rate is a monotonic non-linear function of the mobility rate
and asymptotically converges to the AAA signaling rate in
fixed networks. We also show that by adjusting the accounting
interim and the authorization-lifetime intervals from half to
full mean session duration, it is possible to define an AAA
operational range for accounting messages that minimizes the
signaling rate fluctuations due to likely perturbations in session
and mobility statistics. The results also include the effect of the
session dropping during handoffs and shows that is marginal in
operational networks.

Index Terms—AAA signaling rate, server load, diameter,
RADIUS, accounting, stochastic techniques.

I. INTRODUCTION

RECENTLY, several emerging all-IP cellular network
technologies, such as WiMAX[1], 3GPP2 EVDO[2], and

Long Term Evolution (LTE) [3], have incorporated authenti-
cation, authorization, and accounting (AAA) systems in their
current and future releases as a substitute to the legacy home
location register (HLR) and accounting platforms. Such trend
was further boosted by the large adoption of AAA protocols
for charging and policy control signaling in the IP Multimedia
Subsystem (IMS) standards [4]. In the current systems, AAA
plays a crucial role in granting users the required access and
in facilitating the collection of accounting data which reflect
the users’ usage of the network resources. Further on the
horizon, with the rapid introduction of new services within
the IMS framework and the expected increase in user sessions
durations, the signaling traffic towards the AAA system is
expected to increase appreciably.
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Today, large operators plan the signaling rate of their AAA
systems by over-provisioning. This is mainly because under
provisioned systems would result in blocking users from
access or dropping accounting messages, leading to loss of
revenue. Although the growth of the AAA signaling is im-
minent, which s expected to turn over-provisioning inefficient
and hard to scale, alternative design guidelines are currently
missing. Such guidelines would also benefit other systems that
require the knowledge of projected AAA rates. For instance,
testing and certifying equipment performance use AAA proto-
col settings as their input parameters [5]. The AAA signaling
also reflects on the projected sizes of other systems and their
configurations, such as Wireless Application Protocol (WAP)
gateways and content switches [6], [7]. In such systems, ac-
counting messages are typically used to convey session status
information, for instance to facilitate IP address to username
mapping. Last but not least, over-provisioning typically results
in poor energy and space efficiency in operator’s production
data centers, which is a growing concern. For all these reasons,
it is essential to fundamentally understand the implications on
the signaling rate at the AAA system in order to allow for its
proper design.

In this study, we develop the first analytical model for the
mean AAA signaling rate in fixed and mobile systems using
stochastic techniques and renewal theory. Our model exploits
commonly accepted concepts of residence and call holding
times which were used earlier to evaluate call performance and
location update rates in cellular networks [8], [9]. Specifically,
we develop a model that incorporates protocol parameters such
as the accounting interim interval and the authorization life-
time (see [10]–[12]) and use renewal theoretic techniques to
account for the session duration and mobility. We also develop
approximations that further simplify the use of the proposed
model in practical scenarios. In addition, we investigate the
signaling load and on the mean time between accounting
updates which has implications on accounting reliability. Due
to its closed-form result, our model can help to practically
quantify the signaling performance of AAA systems and as-
sociated network components, for various session and mobility
parameters.

This paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
related work. Section III presents background on AAA pro-
tocols relevant to the model. Section IV lists the model’s
assumptions and presents the AAA analytical framework. Sec-
tion V presents the model’s validation and results. Section VI
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concludes the paper and gives directions for further research.
We draw the readers’ attention to the fact that in this study,
we restrict our scope to the AAA performance in regular
network operation for post-paid (offline) billing models [10],
[13]. In other words, neither the security analysis relative to the
authentications nor prepaid charging are covered here, as they
deserve dedicated studies that must consider security threats
and the users’ quota, the debiting rate, etc, which is beyond
the scope of this article (see [14] for details).

II. RELATED WORK

A foundational framework that characterizes AAA signal-
ing rate in mobile environments is currently missing in the
literature. Several studies have addressed AAA systems from
different aspects, including third party AAA applications [15],
AAA for 802.16e networks [9], and management extensions
for Diameter [16]. In [17]–[19], the authors focus on quota
and user account management aspects in prepaid systems for
GPRS and UMTS systems. In [20], the authors present a
study of authentication mechanisms in wireless networks, with
the goal to evaluate the cost of authentication messages per
user. To the best of our knowledge, our study is the first
to comprehensively analyze AAA signaling analytically, by
taking into consideration protocol specifics, service session
duration, mobility, and network size. The model presented in
this paper is a major extension of our past work in [21], [22].

In our work, we follow the statistical approach of char-
acterizing mobility akin to the cellular residence time in
traditional 2G networks, but we deviate from the other models
in the solution methodology. Our analysis not only requires
consideration of network size and protocol aspects, but also a
closed form estimation of the portion of each session spent
in an area covered by an access gateway. Past work from
the classical circuit switched cellular domain does not to
apply in the AAA context and as such requires significant
modifications. Early work [8], [23], [24] mainly focused on
call blocking and dropping, as well as effective call duration.
In [8], the authors provide generic theorems that allow the
calculation of the effective call duration when the Laplace
transform of the distributions of the call and the residence
times can be written in a rational form. In [23], the authors use
a Hyper-Erlang model to derive the channel occupancy time
for micro and macro cellular environments. Reference [24]
uses multidimensional birth-death processes to generically
study the cellular system performance, where the channel
holding time distributions are not given in closed forms, and
as pointed in [23] they require many parameters for statistical
fitting of the residence time. Common to all the works is that
the call holding time per cell for an active call is either offered
in the Laplace domain or in non-closed forms. As such, they
may result in large complexity when adapting them to estimate
the AAA traffic.

III. AAA BACKGROUND

The most widely adopted AAA signaling protocols are
RADIUS[25] and its successor Diameter[10], [11]. Since both
protocols largely incorporate the same AAA signaling message
types and protocol procedures, in the following discussion
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Fig. 1. A simplified “All-IP" system.

we adopt the message names from Diameter. Figs. 1 and 2
illustrate a generic AAA system architecture and the signaling
flow [3], [26]. In this architecture, access gateways (AGW)
serve multiple base station areas1. When a user initiates
a mobile session, the radio access network triggers AAA
signaling at the corresponding AGW towards the AAA system,
shown in Fig.2. When a session is established (step 1), Diame-
ter authentication exchanges (i.e., AA-Mobile-Node-Request,
AMR) are conducted with the AAA system to authenticate
and/or authorize the incoming session. The authentication
response (i.e., AA-Mobile-Node-Answer, AMA) carries the
user’s profile and network settings back to the requesting
gateway. One of these settings is the Authorization-Lifetime
attribute used to indicate the time by which the mobile node
must re-authenticate once the Authorization-Lifetime expires.
In our example, a re-authentication takes place in step 4. Upon
successful authentication, an Accounting Request message,
ACR type Start, is sent (step 2). The AAA acknowledges
the receipt of the ACR message by sending an accounting
answer message (ACA). The accounting ACR Start message
is typically followed by periodic ACR type (Interim) messages
reporting the latest subscriber’s usage every Acct-Interim-
Interval (steps 3, 5)[10]. Accounting interim messages are
used to periodically meter users’ sessions and thus minimize
revenue losses should the network suffer from unexpected
failures [12]. When a handoff occurs between AGW 1 and
2, the accounting session at the source AGW is terminated
with an ACR type Stop message (step 6), while a new
accounting session is sent by the target AGW after optionally
authenticating the user (step 7). Steps similar to (1-6) take
place at the new AGW. Once the session is terminated (step
14), an ACR type (Stop) message is sent reporting the final
subscriber’s usage.

1AGW is a generic term used to refer to any first IP gateway; examples
of AGWs are Access Serving Node Gateway (ASN-GW) in WiMAX, Packet
Data Serving Node (PDSN) in 3GPP2 networks, or Serving Gateways in
3GPP Rel6+ systems.
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Fig. 2. Typical diameter signaling messages.

IV. MODELING AND ANALYSIS

In this section, we start by describing AAA signaling traffic
towards the AAA system in fixed (or, very low mobility)
scenarios. We then derive a model and an approximation for
the signaling traffic in highly mobile scenarios. At the end of
the section, we analyze the time between accounting updates.

A. Assumptions

• The new session arrival process from the ith AGW is
Poissonian with a mean rate of λ(i).

• The session time duration, S, is negative exponentially
distributed with an average of Es. This assumption is
used for tractability and is relaxed in the Section V.

• The AGW residence times, R, are independent and
identically distributed following the Gamma distribution
with a mean of Er = krθr. kr and θr are the shape and
scale parameters, respectively. Here, the shape parameter
is the reciprocal of the coefficient of variation while the
scale parameter tells how large the distribution is spread-
out2.

• The packet error rate in the link between the AGWs and
the AAA is negligible and hence the packet loss effect
on the mean signaling rate is insignificant [22].

• Without loss of generality, reauthentications are always
successful for authenticated users.

• The AGW’s capacity is very large resulting in negligible
blocking. This is realistic as AGW capacities can support
a large number of users (e.g., 500,000 [28]).

B. AAA Signaling Rate Model in Fixed Environments

From Fig. 2, the AAA signaling traffic rate consists of
the aggregate rate of the authentication, re-authentication,

2Similar to [20], we choose the Gamma distribution for the AGW residence
time as it is known to offer a good approximation for the lognormal
distribution [27], the widely encountered distribution for cell residence times
from field measurements [8].

accounting start, accounting interim, and accounting stop mes-
sages denoted as ξA, ξR, ξStart, ξInt, and ξStop respectively.
Let pa denote the authentication success rate, then the mean
signaling rate, E [ξ], can be expressed as,

E [ξ] = E [ξA]+
(
E [ξR]+E [ξStart]+E [ξInt]+E [ξStop]

)
pa

(1)
For a successfully authenticated session3, if the mobile does
not change its AGW during the session, then we will only
have one authentication, accounting start, and accounting stop
exchanges. From our assumptions, it follows that for any
(AGW i), the AAA signaling process can be viewed as a
compound Poisson process of the random number of messages
sent during the gateway holding times, i.e.,

E [ξA] =
NAGW∑

i=1

λ(i) = p−1
a E [ξStart] = p−1

a E [ξStop] (2)

Notice that we make a distinction between authentications
and reauthentications in our model; however in reality, the
same AMR message is sent in both cases. Specifically, au-
thentication messages are only triggered when a mobile node
enters the service area of an AGW. On the other hand,
reauthentication messages are periodically triggered every
Authorization-Lifetime time units while the session is being
served similar to the accounting interim messages. Thus, the
AMR messaging rate is simply the sum of the authentica-
tions and the reauthentications rates and can be written as
E [ξA] + paE [ξR]. Denoting the interim interval as ΔT and
the authorization lifetime as ΔM , the mean number of interim
and reauthentication messages in a session, S, are,

E [ξInt] =
NAGW∑

i=1

λ(i)� S

ΔT
� , E [ξR] =

NAGW∑
i=1

λ(i)� S

ΔM
� (3)

3Without loss of generality, we assume the authentication scheme used
in 3GPP2 systems as in [2]. Other authentication schemes can be simply
incorporated by multiplying E [ξA] and E [ξR] by a constant reflecting the
number of used messages.
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Fig. 3. Diameter signaling traffic model [note that Reauthentications (AMR) are omitted for clarity].

Taking the expectation of eq.3 and calculating the mean
number of interims as described in Appendix A, eq. 27, it
can be shown that the mean number of the interims and
reauthentications in a session can be calculated as the infinite
sum of the complementary function, F̄S (s), evaluated at the
discrete points (nΔT and nΔM ). For exponentially distributed
sessions we get,

E [ξInt] =
NAGW∑

i=1

λ(i)
∞∑

n=1

F̄S (nΔT ) =
NAGW∑

i=1

λ(i) 1
eΔT /Es − 1

E [ξR] =
NAGW∑

i=1

λ(i) 1
eΔM /Es − 1

(4)

Thus, the total AAA signaling rate in fixed environments is,

E [ξ]=
NAGW∑

i=1

λ(i)

[
1 + pa

(
2 +

1

e
ΔT
Es − 1

+
1

e
ΔM
Es − 1

)]
(5)

C. AAA Signaling Rate Model in Mobile Environments

Now that we have characterized the AAA signaling rate in
fixed environments, we extend the result in eq.5 to include
the effect of mobility. To do so, we define the AGW’s session
holding time H as the time from a session start or a handoff
event until the next handoff event or the session termination.
Based on [8], [23], [24] we also define the AGW residence
time, R, as the time the user spends in an access gateway
area irrespective of the session’s activity; the residual of the
residence time is denoted as R̃. As shown in Fig. 3, any user’s
session, S, falls under one of the three following categories
with respect to residence time: (1) no handoffs (2) only one
handoff (3) multiple handoffs. Case (1) occurs when the
session duration is shorter than the remaining time for the
user to leave the AGW region (i.e., residual residence time).
This is commonly assumed in the literature [8], [23] because
the moments when users emerge into an area and when they
initiate sessions are not necessarily aligned. Cases (2) and (3)
occur if the user makes at least one AGW handoff during
her session. Notice that we consider such cases for analytical

purposes in order to obtain the distribution of the AGW session
holding time (i.e., Hi, i ∈ 0, .., 3). If there are no handoffs in
the session (i.e., case 1), the AGW session holding time (i.e.,
H0 here) is the conditional duration of the user’s session being
smaller or equal to the residual residence time (i.e., S ≤ R̃).
If the session includes only one handoff (i.e., case 2), then we
have two distinctive types of the AGW session holding times
namely, before a handoff H1 and, afterwards, H3. Thus, H1

is the conditional duration of the residual residence time is
less than or equal to session time (i.e., R̃ ≤ S), whereas H3

corresponds to S < R. Because of the memoryless property
of the exponential distribution, the residual of the session time
statistically equals the session duration. Thus, if the session
includes multiple handoffs (i.e., case 3), we generalize case 2
by adding a new type of a session holding time (H2) where the
conditional duration of the session is greater than the residence
time (i.e., S > R). The number of the H2 periods is then
one less than the number of handoffs, K (i.e., K − 1). Fig.
3 also shows two important parameters used in our model,
i.e., the interim-interval, ΔT , and the times between the last
interim interval and an accounting stop for a given AGW
session holding time, denoted by αi. The latter parameter will
be used for the derivation of the time between accounting
updates. Furthermore, since there is only one message of the
type (authentications, accounting starts and stops) in a given
session, it follows that at steady state, the mean rate of these
types is approximately equal. This is because for operational
networks the authentication success rate is around unity (i.e.,
pa ≈ 1) and hence accounting start and stop messages are
almost always generated for successfully authenticated users.
Thus, the rates of these messages is given as,

E [ξA] =
NAGWs∑
i=1

(E [K] + 1)λ(i)

= p−1
a E [ξStart] = p−1

a E [ξStop] (6)

At this point, we turn our attention to the evaluation of the
interim and reauthentication rates. To do so, we first evaluate
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the distributions of the AGW session holding times, Hi, for
the three session cases in Fig. 3 and use the results to find the
number of interims and reauthentications.

1) Case 1 (No handoffs): In this case, we have only one
part of the AGW session holding time, H0, where the session
time is less than (or equal to) the residual of the residence
time (i.e., S ≤ R̃). The residual of the residence time, R̃, is,

fR̃ (r̃) =
F̄R(r̃)

Er
=

Γ
(
kr,

r̃
θr

)
ErΓ (kr)

(7)

Similar to [8], we assume that the residual time, just like the
user’s mobility, is an independent random process which does
not align with the user’s session initiation. The distribution of
H0 is found by integrating the joint probability of S and R̃
in the region limited by h0 and by dividing the result by the
probability that (S ≤ R̃) (see Appendix B eq.31) as,

FH0 (h0) = Pr
(
H0 ≤ h0 | S ≤ R̃

)
(8)

=

∫∞
0

∫min(y,h0)

0
fS (x) dxfR̃ (y) dy

Pr
(
S ≤ R̃

)
To evaluate FH0 (h0), we note that,∫ ∞

0

∫ min(y,h0)

0

fS (x) dxfR̃ (y) dy

=
∫ h0

0

∫ y

0

fS (x) dxfR̃ (y) dy +
∫ ∞

h0

∫ h0

0

fS (x) dxfR̃ (y) dy

=
∫ h0

0

FS (y) dxfR̃ (y) dy +
∫ ∞

h0

FS (h0) dxfR̃ (y) dy

Using eqs.(34,35) from Appendix C, then integrating by parts
it can be shown that FH0 (h0) is,

FH0 (h0) =
B0 − Es

(
θh

θr

)kr

Γ
(
kr,

h0
θh

)
B0

(9)

+ e
−h0
Es

(h0 + Es) Γ
(
kr,

h0
θr

)
−θrΓ

(
kr+1,h0

θr

)
B0

B0 =

[
Er + Es

((
θh

θr

)kr

− 1

)]
Γ (kr) , θh =

θrEs

Es + θr

The number of interims in H0 can be written as IH0 = � H0
ΔT

�.
Taking the expectation of IH0 using eq.27 (see Appendix A),
it can be shown that the mean number of the interims in H0

can be calculated as the infinite sum of the complementary
function, F̄H0 (nΔT ) as,

E [IH0 ] =
∞∑

n=1

F̄H0 (nΔT ) (10)

2) Case 2 (One handoff): As shown in Fig. 3, in this
case we consider two time periods: one before the handoff
(i.e., H1) and another after the handoff event (i.e., H3). The
number of interims in this case is the sum of interims in both
periods. Similar to eq. 9, we write the distribution of H1 as the
integration of the joint probability of S and R̃ in the region

limited by h1 and dividing the result by the probability that
(R̃ ≤ S) given as Pr

(
R̃ ≤ S

)
=
∫∞
0

∫ y

0 fR̃ (x) dxfS (y) dy,

FH1 (h1) = Pr
(
H1 ≤ h1 | R̃ ≤ S

)
=

∫∞
0

∫min(y,h1)

0 fR̃ (x) dxfS (y)dy

Pr
(
R̃ ≤ S

)
Integrating by parts and using eqs.(34-35) from Appendix C,
FH1 (h1) can be written as,

FH1 (h1) = B−1
1

(
θh

θr

)kr

γ

(
kr,

h1

θh

)
−Γ (kr) +

e
−h1
Es Γ

(
kr,

h1

θr

)
, B1 =Γ (kr)

((
θh

θr

)kr

−1

)
(11)

Similarly, we write the distribution of H3 as the integration of
the joint probability of S and R in the region limited by h3

and dividing the result by the probability that (S ≤ R) given
as Pr (S ≤ R) =

∫∞
0

∫ y

0 fS (x) dxfR (y) dy.

FH3 (h3) = Pr (H3 ≤ h3 | S ≤ R)

=

∫∞
0

∫min(y,h3)

0
fS (x) dxfR (y)dy

Pr (S ≤ R)

Carrying the integrations in eq.12, it can be shown that
FH3 (h3) = FH1 (h3). Thus, similar to the derivation of eq.10,
it follows that the mean number of interims are,

E [IH1 ] = E [IH3 ] =
∞∑

n=1

F̄H1 (nΔT ) (12)

3) Case 3 (Multiple handoffs): This case is a generalization
for case 2 as it includes three typical types of holding times:
H1, H2, and H3 (see Fig. 3). It is required because in a single
handoff the mobile does not spend the full residence time at
any AGW, which requires an evaluation of the distribution of
H2; the latter occurs only after spending the full residence
time of an AGW, as well as the number of handoffs, K , since
we have K + 1 holding time periods. In a similar fashion to
H1, the AGW session holding duration, H2 is expressed as the
integration of the joint probability of S and R in the region
limited by h2 and dividing the result by the probability that
(R ≤ S) given as Pr (R ≤ S)=

∫∞
0

∫ y

0 fR (x) dxfS (y) dy as,

FH2 (h2) = Pr (H2 ≤ h2 | R ≤ S)

=

∫∞
0

∫min(y,h2)

0
fR (x) dxfS (y)dy

Pr (R ≤ S)

Using integration by parts, it can be shown that H2 follows
the Gamma distribution with shape and scale parameters of

kr and θh, as FH2 (h2) =
γ
(

kr ,
h2
θh

)
Γ(kr) . Consequently, the mean

number of interims in H2 is given as,

E [IH2 ] =
∞∑

n=1

F̄H2 (nΔT ) (13)

Thus, the average number of interims E [I] in an arbitrary
session S can be evaluated by combining the results from all
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the three cases weighted by their expected number of occur-
rences. Let the probability of no handoffs be p0 = Pr (K = 0)
as defined in eq.32. Then it follows that,

E [I] = p0E [IH0 ] + 2 (1 − p0)E [IH1 ]
+ (E [K] − 1 + p0) E [IH2 ] (14)

Similar to eq.6, using the compound Poisson model of arrivals
from all AGWs, the aggregate interim rate is found by
evaluating E [I] from all AGWs as,

E [ξInt] =
NAGWs∑
i=1

λ(i)E [I] (15)

Notice that the same analysis for the interims applies to the
number of reauthentications, M , by replacing ΔT in all terms
in eq.14 by ΔM . Thus, the reauthentication rate, E [ξR], is,

E [ξR] =
NAGWs∑
i=1

λ(i)E [M ] (16)

The only left parameter to evaluate the interim and reauthen-
tication signaling rates is the distribution of the number of
handoffs, K . It can be shown (see Appendix B), that the
probability of the number of handoffs in a session is,

Pr (K = k) =

⎧⎨
⎩ 1 +

((
θh
θr

)kr−1

)
Es

Er
k = 0

G (k) − G (k + 1) k ≥ 1
(17)

where G(k) is defined in Appendix B, eq.29. From the above,
the mean number of handoffs can be written as,

E [K] =
∞∑

n=0

nPr(K = n) =
∞∑

n=1

G(K = n) = EsE
−1
r (18)

Substituting eq.18 into eqs.(15-16), the mean interim and
reauthentication rates are evaluated. Therefore, the mean AAA
signaling rate can be obtained by substituting eqs.(6, 15, 16)
into eq.1 as,

E [ξ] =
NAGWs∑
i=1

λ(i)

[
(1 + 2pa) (E [K] + 1)

+ pa (E [I] + E [M ])
]

(19)

As will be shown in the results, an approximation of eq.19
by assuming exponential residence times may be reasonable.
In this case, due to the memoryless property, H0 = H1 = H2

and is exponentially distributed. Hence, the number of interim
messages in such periods can be found in closed form as in
eq.5. It follows that the AAA signaling rate can be written
as,

E [ξ] =
NAGWs∑
i=1

λ(i) (E [K] + 1)

[
1 + pa

(
2 +

1

e
ΔT
EH − 1

+
1

e
ΔM
EH − 1

)]
, EH =

Es

E [K] + 1
(20)

In cases where context transfer is used between AGWs
to facilitate handoffs, the authentication upon handoffs is no
longer necessary as only one authentication message is sent

per session. If reauthentications are triggered based on the
session start time rather than the handoff moments, then the
number of authentication and reauthentications is obtained
using the fixed model in eq.4, otherwise the reauthentications
rate is found using eq.16 as

∑NAGWs

i=1 λ(i) (1 + E[M ]). Since
context transfer signaling takes place in the core IP network,
the effect of signaling packet losses is here insignificant. In
the following subsections, we address three special scenarios
for applicability of the derived model.

D. The Effect of Session Dropping on the AAA Signaling Rate

In some cases, sessions are dropped during handoffs due
to excessive handoff delays or due to other factors such
as unavailability of wireless resources. Such effects can be
generically incorporated in the model in eq.19, by using the
likelihood function of session dropping, denoted as �. For
instance, for excessively long handoff delays (i.e., longer than
da time units), the session is dropped with a probability of
� = Pr(d > da). The probability � can be obtained from
available analytical models such as [29], [30] or from mea-
surements, as the handoff delay highly depends on the access
technology and the used handoff mechanisms. For instance,
according to [31], [32], the handoff delay is given as the
sum of the AltPPP Sync, AltPPP Request, AltPPP Reply, and
ICMPv6 Router Advertisement messages. In EVDO systems,
observations showed air link latencies of 99 ms and a standard
deviation of 48 ms[33]. Since each message is sufficiently
small to fit in one radio frame, and assuming a typical 50 ms
handoff delay at the EVDO layer, 10ms RTT delay between
the AAA system and the AGW, and 10 ms for authentication,
the resulting mean delay is 466 with a standard deviation of
100ms. Using moment matching and assuming a Gamma fit, it
can be obtained � = Γ (k0, da/θ0)/Γ(k0), kd = (466/100)2 =
21.72, θ0 = 466/kd = 21.46.

By going back to Fig.3 and considering each of the three
cases separately, once for a complete session and another
for an incomplete one using the session dropping probability
�, the following results can be derived. For case 1, no
modification is needed since the sessions are not dropped
(no handoffs). For case 2 (i.e., one handoff), if the session
is dropped, then the first period H1 occurs with probability
Pr(K ≥ 1)(1−�) = G(1)(1−�), or else two periods H1, H1

occur with probability Pr(K = 1)� = (G(1) − G(2))� (see
eq.17). In case 3 (multiple handoffs), for an incomplete session
dropping at the mth handoff, the period H1 is followed by
(m−1) H2 periods. Thus, it can be shown that the probability
of dropping at the mth handoff is Pr(K ≥ m)�m−1(1−�) =
G(m)�m−1(1 − �). For a session including m handoffs the
probability is Pr(K = m)�m = (G(m) − G(m + 1))�m.
Consequently, the effective number of handoffs E[Ke] with
session dropping is,

E[Ke] =
∞∑

k=1

k
(
(G(k) − G(k + 1))�k + G(k)�k−1(1 − �)

)

=
Es

Er

1 −
(

θh

θr

)kr

1 −
(

θh

θr

)kr

�
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The last period H1 will occur only if the session is not
dropped. In mathematical form we have,

Pr (Last period exists) = pl =
∞∑

k=1

(G(k) − G(k + 1)) �k

=
(
1 − (θhθ−1

r

)kr
)

E[Ke] (21)

Since for k handoffs, we have (k − 1) H2 periods, the mean
number of H2 periods is,

E[NH2 ] =
∞∑

k=1

(k − 1)

(
(G(k) − G(k + 1))�k

+ G(k)�k−1(1 − �)

)
= E[Ke] − (1 − p0) (22)

Thus, the mean number of interim messages is given as,

E[I] = p0E[IH0 ] + (1 − p0 + pl)E[IH1 ] + E[NH2 ]E[IH2 ]

The mean number of reauthentications, E[M ], can be eval-
uated similar to E[I] by using ΔM instead of ΔT when
evaluating E[IH0 ], E[IH1 ], and E[IH2 ] respectively, i.e.,

E [ξ] =
NAGWs∑
i=1

λ(i)

[
(1 + 2pa) (E [Ke] + 1)

+ pa (E [I] + E [M ])

]
(23)

E. The Effect of Roaming Users

The model presented so far captures the signaling rate due
to home users, in line with the current AAA architecture
which mainly incorporates home user’s statistic, regardless
of whether they are served by the home or the foreign
networks. Although the signaling rate due users from the
roaming partners is insignificant relative to that due to the
home users, where the model in eq.19 can serve as a good
approximation, the question arises of how the model can
capture an increase in the number of roaming users. This
may be of particular interest in specialized scenarios, such
as Mobile Virtual Network Operators (MVNO), where third
parties with no wireless infrastructure can offer services by
using the wireless infrastructures from various wireless op-
erators. In these scenarios, the same AAA signaling system
maybe be used to capture roaming and home users, and
the overall rate becomes a complex function of the mobility
patterns and the number of access gateways. To illustrate this
effect, let us consider a scenario with two operators and one
MVNO, referred to O1, O2 and OM; here, the goal is to
asses the signaling volume at the AAA system belonging
to operator O1. For O1-home subscribers, the AAA system
always receives the authentication and accounting signaling
either directly from access gateways within O1 or from O2’s
AAA systems, when the O1 subscribers roam into O2. Thus,
the model in eq.19 always applies. On the other hand, the AAA
signaling from roaming users (i.e., network O2’s users or the
MVNO users served by network O1) is received by the AAA
system only when they are served by network O1. Hence,
only parts of the AAA signaling pertaining the roaming users’
sessions are received by the AAA system in O1. Thus, even

if we hypothetically assume that the session arrival rates from
the home and roaming users are equal, the AAA signaling
pertaining to roaming users will always be significantly less
than that for home users. The analytical treatment of the
roaming users is rather different and requires extending the
model in eq.19 and intertwining it with a mobility model
to account for the possibility of leaving the network (see
the preliminary work in [34] where a transient Markovian
approach was used). To this end, Section V shows preliminary
simulation results.

F. The Mean Time Between Accounting Updates

Interim messages are mainly used to meter the service
usage in realtime, and thus protect against revenue losses if an
AGW fails during the service lifetime. The interim interval,
ΔT , represents the maximum interval where the system is
under risk, since the usage is not reported until the end of
the interim interval. The larger the interim interval, the larger
is the risk, and hence the smaller the signaling rate. Since
mobility results in accounting stop messages, mobility can
be viewed as a risk alleviating process as it decreases the
observed risk interval, κ. A dual argument can also be made
for security by considering the time between AMR messages
in a similar fashion. The mean update interval is also important
for dimensioning content switches and WAP gateways. Thus,
1/ (E [κ]) represents the mean signaling rate from the AAA
system to such switches. At any instant, the next accounting
update can be an interim, an accounting stop due to a handoff,
or an accounting stop due to the session termination. From
Fig.3, we observe five distinct update interval types (ΔT and
αi, i ∈ {0, .., 3} ) with different probabilities of occurrence
(i.e., pΔT and pαi). Thus using a composition model, the mean
update interval is,

E [κ] = ΔT pΔT +
3∑

i=0

E [αi] pαi (24)

The mean period until next update, E [αj ], is equal to the
remaining time in the AGW holding time, Hj , after the last
interim update. This can be expressed as E [αj ] = E [Hj ] −
E
[
IHj

]
ΔT . The means of Hj can be obtained by integrating

by parts their complementary distributions, i.e.,

E [H0] =
Γ [kr] Es

B0θkr
r (Es + θr)2kr+1

(
2E2

s (Esθr (Es + θr))
kr

+ Esθr (kr + 2) (Esθr (Es + θr))
kr + krθ

kr+2
r (Es + θr)2kr

+ Es

(
θr(Es + θr)2

)kr ((kr − 2)θr − 2Es)
)

E [H1] = E [H3] = Es +
Er (θh/θr)

kr+1

(θh/θr)
kr − 1

E [H2] = krθh (25)

Finally, the probabilities of each update interval (i.e., ΔT

and αi) can be approximated by the ratio of the corresponding
mean number of update intervals in a session and the total
mean number of all updates during the session scaled by
its probability of occurrence. Since we have (E [K] + 1)
accounting stops due to the k handoffs and session termi-
nation plus E [I] interim intervals, the total number of update
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intervals within a session holding time is (E [I] + E [K] + 1).
Therefore, the probability of the update interval of ΔT is
given as E [I] C0 where C0 = (1 + E [I] + E [K])−1. Since
the periods α0, α1, and α3 occur only once within a session
holding time, where α0 occurs if no handoffs take place while
α1 and α3 appear otherwise, their corresponding likelihoods
of occurrence are p0C0 and (1 − p0)C0 respectively. Since
these probabilities sum to unity (i.e., pΔT +

∑3
i=0 pαi = 1),

we have,

pΔT ≈ E [I]C0 , pα0 ≈ p0C0 (26)

pα1 = pα3 ≈ (1 − p0)C0 , pα2 ≈ 1 − (pΔT + pα0 + 2pα1)

Thus, by substituting eqs.(25-26) into eq.24, we obtain the
mean update interval, E [κ].

V. MODEL VALIDATION AND RESULTS

The goal of this section is to validate the model by simu-
lations and to study the effects of the residence time and the
interim interval on the total signaling rate. The simulations
are based on a C++ event driven simulator developed to
generate the users’ requests for a given area covered by 5
AGWs arranged in a torus. Each AGW serves a rectangular
area of A x B cells. Each cell has a lognormally distributed
residence time to match findings from field results [20]. We
simulate macro cell sizes with users following fully random
mobility between the cells [26]. The number of cells and
the parameters of the residence times are varied to reflect
different AGW residence times. When users initiate sessions,
an authentication message is sent by the serving AGW to
the AAA server. If the authentication is successful (i.e., by
tossing a random variable and comparing to pa), an accounting
start message is scheduled to be sent after a short delay of
the order of roundtrip time between the AAA and the AGW
systems. The session duration is generated following either
Exponential or lognormal distributions. Successive residence
times representing handoff instants are obtained by carrying
out movements between cells in the AGW areas until the ses-
sion duration is exceeded. At the handoff moments, accounting
stop and start, and authentication messages are scheduled
to be sent. Accounting interims and reauthentications are
also scheduled between handoff events. Simulation results are
compared to the analysis by finding the parameters for the
AGW residence time through matching the first two moments.

In Fig. 4, we show the effect of the residence time on the
mean AAA signaling rate. We compare simulation results with
the analytical, approximate, and fixed models in eq.19, eq.20,
and eq.5. The analytical results (lines) match simulation results
(dots) within < 2% error. The approximate model also gives
good estimates (< 5% error). This comes from the observation
that changing the coefficient of variation (CR = k−0.5

r ) for
the residence time does not change the resulting signaling
rate considerably, suggesting that exponential approximations
for the residence time perform reasonably well. We also
notice that as the residence time to session duration ratio
increases, the signaling rate approaches the fixed rate model
asymptotically. This is because when residence times are large,
handoffs are unlikely and hence the fixed rate model applies.
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Fig. 4. Residence time effect on the mean signaling rate. Simulation
parameters [5 AGWs, ES = ΔM = 40 min, ΔT = 20 min, 5× 5 cells per
AGW with residence times varying from 2.5 - 15 mins per cell (lognormal
coeff. of var. ∈ {2, 3}), mean batch method, 30 batches, 10 hr long simulation,
95% confidence (error bars are within the marker sizes)].

In high mobility scenarios, ignoring mobility can therefore
result in large errors.

In Fig.5, we show the effect of changing the mean residence
time duration characterizing mobility on the authentication
and the accounting traffic loads for two different values of
the authorization lifetime. We see the traffic split and observe
that the accounting traffic load is higher than the authentication
traffic load for the authentication scheme used in this paper,
based on [2]. For practical authorization lifetime settings,
the number of accounting messages is usually larger than
authentication messages. As observed in Fig.4, we also see
that using the fixed model results in a large estimation error
when the ratio of the mean residence time to the mean
session duration is low (i.e., high mobility). We also show
results for the case of context transfer. If reauthentications
are triggered based on handoff instants rather than the session
start time, the corresponding authentication rate approaches
that of the fixed model. This is because when the Er/Es ratio
is low, reauthentications are barely triggered. However when
Er > Es, the number of re-authentications is limited by the
session duration rather than the residence time. We clearly see
for the cases ΔM = Es and ΔM = .5Es that the model for
fixed networks (see eq.4) can be practically used to estimate
the authentications rate if context transfers are used.

The effect of the Interim-Interval, ΔT , on the mean signal-
ing rate is shown in Fig. 6. We observe that, irrespective of the
residence times, the signaling rate decreases with the increas-
ing interim interval. Notice that setting ΔT to values below
0.25Es can result in a very large increase in the signaling rate,
while setting it too low may defeat its purpose of protection
against billing record losses due to unexpected failures. In
all cases in Fig. 6, we observe that ranges from 0.5Es to
Es offer an appropriate tradeoff between signaling rate and
reliability, which is a result of significant practical importance
to the mobile operators. Finally, notice that networks with low
AGW residence times become insensitive to ΔT faster than
those with higher residence times. This is due to the fact that
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in such networks much less interim updates are triggered as
ΔT increases. Similar results can be obtained by varying the
authorization lifetime.

The effect of the mobility on the billing update interval is
shown in Fig.7. Clearly, the increased mobility (i.e., smaller
residence times) results in a reduced billing update interval
and hence in an increased billing reliability. However, shorter
update intervals may reflect on higher capacity requirements
for gateways relying on such accounting updates as well as on
higher AAA system capacity (see Fig. 4). This is due to the
fact that as ΔT increases beyond the mean residence time,
Er, the mean number of interims per session holding time
(E[IHi ]) decreases (see eqs. (3, 12, 13)). It follows that pΔT

decreases and hence the mean update interval becomes shorter
as shown in Fig.7. Using the same reasoning, one observes that
as ΔT /Er ratio decreases, the interim updates will dominate

Fig. 7. The mobility effect on the mean update interval E [κ]. Simulation
parameters [ES = ΔM = 40 min, kr = 0.25, 100,000 sessions, 5
simulation runs, 95% confidence levels (error bars are within marker’s size)].
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ΔM ∈ {5, 20, 60} for VoIP, video, and data resp.]

and hence the update interval approaches ΔT .
Results shown in Fig.8 illustrate the effect of the session

durations on the mean signaling rate, for an exemplary mix of
services of 70% VoIP, 5% video, and 25% data with session
durations of 5, 20, and 60 mins, respectively. The total sig-
naling rate is the sum of the rates from all services, assuming
that radio resource admission control and link allocation are
always successful. The signaling rate due to each service is
calculated based on eq.19 with the corresponding λ(i) values
set according to the service traffic proportion, the interim
interval and the authorization lifetime are set to 0.5Es and
Es respectively. As shown in Fig. 8, the signaling rate shares
are not necessarily proportional to the service arrival rates. In
other words, we neither have AAA rate shares of 70% for VoIP
(i.e., 57-63% instead) nor 25% for data (i.e., 32-38% instead).
We notice that higher residence times result in an increase
in the share of the short duration services (i.e., VoIP) while
reducing the shares for longer session durations (i.e., data) due
to the lower number of handoffs and higher residence times.

Figs. 9.a and 9.b show the effect of the handoff signaling
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delay on the resulting AAA signaling rate and the session
dropping probability. We study the effect of the mean handoff
delay as well as the variance of the delay characterized by
the coefficient of variation Cd using Gamma fits. The sessions
are dropped if the handoff signaling delay da>2s. We observe
that as the handoff delay and the session dropping probability
increase, the corresponding AAA signaling rate decreases. We
also see that highly varying handoff delays (i.e., large Cd)
result in higher session dropping. For nominal target session
dropping rates of (< 2%), the resulting AAA signaling rate
can be approximated by the model in eq.19 rather than eq.23.

Fig. 10 compares the AAA signaling loads due to both
the home and the roaming users of similar arrival rates by
simulations. The simulation is performed similar to [34] by
defining a network with linear arrangement of AGWs and
assuming a random mobility pattern between AGWs (i.e., the
probabilities of going east or west are equal). The network
is surrounded by two roaming partners situated at its eastern
and western borders. Roaming users may initiate their sessions
from within the network under consideration or enter the
network with already established sessions. From Fig.10, we
observe that the AAA signaling due to home users does
not depend on the size of the network while the signaling
due to roaming users depends on the size of the network
characterized by the number of its access gateways. As the
number of AGWs in the network under consideration is
increased, longer portions of the roaming sessions are served
by the network and hence more signaling is received at the
AAA system. When the network becomes very large, the
signaling behavior of roaming users approaches that of home
users. A similar trend is also observed (not shown here) when
the residence time of the AGWs is large (i.e., very large AGW
areas) as roaming users make little or no handoffs during their
sessions. Further research is needed in better understanding
of the spacial, mobility and session statistics effects, to assess
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Fig. 10. The AAA signaling load as a function of the number of access
gateways in the network under consideration. [Er = 18.4 min, CR = 2,
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is 100 req/sec. For roaming sessions: 80 req/s initiate in the network, 20 req/s
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(30 batches, 95% confidence intervals), 10 hr long simulations].

the performance of networks with sizable number of roaming
users, such as in MVNO scenarios.

Finally, in Table I, we compare our model’s results by
simulating Log-Normally distributed session times (i.e., non-
exponential) with relatively large coefficient of variation
(Cs = 2). Due to the analytical complexity, the exact an-
alytical consideration of generic session times requires an
elaborate approach and is a future item for this research. Table
I shows that the error between the analytical model and the
simulations is less than 13%. We argue that such error due
to the exponential distribution can be considered within the
practical 20% design margin and does not necessarily result
in excessive over provisioning of the system. Therefore, also
the exponential model offers reasonably tolerable accuracy,
even for generic sessions with high variance (Cs = 2).

VI. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION

In this study, we presented the first analytical model for
the mean AAA traffic rate by considering the users’ access-
request rates, Diameter protocol specifics, service session
duration, and mobility. An approximation for the model was
also derived. In addition, we quantified the mean interval
between accounting updates in cellular systems critical to the
reliability of the billing process in presence of mobility. Our
results showed a monotonic decrease in the AAA signaling
rate as the residence time increases. We demonstrated that
excluding mobility when estimating the AAA rate can result
in large errors in presence of high mobility. We also showed
that by adjusting the accounting interim and the authorization-
lifetime intervals from half to full mean session duration, it
is possible to find an AAA operational range that minimizes
the signaling rate fluctuations due to likely perturbations
in session and mobility statistics. In addition, we showed
that when context transfers between AGWs are possible, the
resulting authentications rate can be approximated by the AAA
signaling model for fixed networks. We also demonstrated that
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TABLE I
A COMPARISON BETWEEN THE ANALYTICAL MODEL IN EQ.19 AND SIMULATIONS WITH LOGNORMALLY DISTRIBUTED SESSION TIMES WITH

COEFFICIENT OF VARIATION OF 2 [Er = 18.4 MIN, CR = 2, ΔM = Es , λ = 100 REQUESTS/SEC, SIMULATION’S MEAN BATCH METHOD, 30 BATCHES,
95% CONFIDENCE INTERVALS]

Interim E[S] = 40 min E[S] = 30 min E[S] = 20 min E[S] = 5 min
Interval (ΔT) Ana. Error Ana. Error Ana. Error Ana. Error

Es/4 1278 7.42% 1132 6.78% 987 6.95% 777 6.90%
Es/2 1093 8.60% 943 6.41% 796 9.01% 580 11.61%
Es 1013 7.41% 860 6.57% 708 6.73% 486 12.27%

the impact of session dropping on the AAA signaling rate
due to excessive mobility delay is insignificant for operational
networks. Although our model offers practically good esti-
mates even for generic session times, future work includes the
analytical considerations of generic session time distributions
and analytically investigating the cases for roaming users.

APPENDIX A
THE FLOOR OF A RANDOM VARIABLE

In this section, we give a generic expression for the distribu-
tion and the mean of the number of interims, J , in any random
interval X, with a density function fX (x). Let J = � X

ΔT
�.

The density function of J can be written as fJ (j) =∫ (j+1)ΔT

jΔT
fX (x) dx = FX ((j + 1)ΔT ) − FX (jΔT ). With

simple algebraic manipulations and change of variables in the
summation, we have,

E [J ] =
∞∑

j=1

jfJ (j) =
∞∑

j=1

F̄X (jΔT ) (27)

APPENDIX B
THE NUMBER OF HANDOFFS IN A SESSION

In this section, we derive the density function,
Pr (K = k) = fK (k), of the number of handoffs in
a session S. Let R

(n)
0 = R̃ +

∑n−1
j=1 R. If we define

G (k) = Pr
[
S > R

(k)
0

]
(i.e., the probability that S includes

at least k handoffs), then G (k) is given as,

G (k)=
∫ ∞

0

F̄S (x)

⎛
⎜⎝fR̃ (x) ⊗

(k−1)th−fold︷ ︸︸ ︷
fR (x) ⊗ .. ⊗ fR (x)

⎞
⎟⎠dx (28)

Since the nth fold convolution of Gamma density functions
is Gamma distributed with shape and scale parameters of nkr

and θr respectively, then eq.28 can be expressing using the
Laplace transform of R

(k)
0 as,

G (k) =
θrL{Γ (kr, y) ⊗ PDFγ ((k − 1) kr, y)} | ŝ= θr

Es

Γ (kr)Er

=
Es

Er

(
1 −
(

θh

θr

)kr
)(

θh

θr

)kr(k−1)

(29)

It follows that the probability that a session contains k
handoffs (where k ≥ 1) is written as,

fK (k) = Pr
(
R

(k+1)
0 > S ≥ R

(k)
0

)
= Pr

(
S > R

(k)
0

)
− Pr

(
S > R

(k+1)
0

)
= G (k) − G (k + 1) , k ≥ 1 (30)

Finally, the probability that no handoffs p0 occur in S (i.e.,
p0 = Pr

(
S ≤ R̃

)
) is given as,

p0 =
∫ ∞

0

∫ y

0

fS (x) dxfR̃ (y)dy =
∫ ∞

0

FS (x) fR̃ (x) dx

=
∫ ∞

0

FS (x)
F̄R (x)

Er
dx (31)

Similar to eq.29, eq.31 can be written using the Laplace

transform as p0 = 1 −
θrL{Γ(kr ,y)}|

ŝ= θr
Es

ErΓ(kr) . Using eq.33 and
after simplifying, we have,

p0 = 1 +
((

θhθ−1
r

)kr − 1
)

EsE
−1
r (32)

APPENDIX C
MISCELLANEOUS RELATIONSHIPS

The incomplete gamma function falls under two categories:
The lower and the upper incomplete gamma functions de-
noted as γ (k, x) and Γ (k, x) respectively and are defined
as γ (k, x) =

∫ x

0 tk−1e−tdt, Γ (k, x) =
∫∞

x tk−1e−tdt =
Γ (k) − γ (k, x). When x = 0, we usually write Γ (k) =
Γ (k, 0) =

∫∞
0

tk−1e−tdt. The Gamma probability density

function is given as PDFγ

(
a, x

b

)
= xa−1e

−x
b

baΓ(a) . The Laplace
transforms of the upper and lower Gamma functions as well
as a useful integral are given as,

L{γ (k, x)} = Γ (k)
(1 + ŝ)−k

ŝ

L{Γ (k, x)} = Γ (k)
1 − (1 + ŝ)−k

ŝ
(33)

A useful relationship that we use in this article is given as,∫
Γ
(
a,

x

b

)
dx = xΓ

(
a,

x

b

)
− bΓ

(
a + 1,

x

b

)
(34)

The integration
∫

xΓ
(
a, x

b

)
e

−x
c is needed in this paper and

is solved using integration by parts and incorporating eq.34.
Defining d = bc (b + c)−1, we have,∫

xΓ
(
a,

x

b

)
e

−x
c = −ce−

x
c (c + x)Γ

(
a,

x

b

)
+

c2
(

x
b

)a (x
d

)−a ((b + c)Γ
(
a, x

d

)
+ bΓ

(
a + 1, x

d

))
b + c

(35)
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